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Name: Kaleb William Littlejohn
Faculty Rank: Instructor
Department: Criminal Justice and Forensic Investigation
School: Human Services and Social Sciences

Since we have made campus wide adjustments to prevent the spread of COVID-19 my workload has not changed much. I still work roughly the same as I did before but how I work is vastly different. I live in a very rural area, so my internet and cell service is often fairly slow which makes running online classes a little more difficult. It did throw a wrench in my plans for the remainder of the semester because my students were about to give presentations the week after we shut classroom classes down. As far as what classes I think could be offered to help faculty if an event like this ever happened again, I believe that a multiple part in-debt training in canvas would be greatly beneficial. I have a strong base of knowledge on Canvas, but a lot of the faculty does not. I spent several hours helping some of my colleagues get a crash coarse so they could finish out the semester. I also think a podcast class would benefit the faculty in case something like this happens again and it gives them an alternative way for students to hear the material.